FYnesse® Sta-Cool®, an advanced technology specifically engineered for extreme moisture management. Imagine a technology that can be applied to any combination of polyester deniers, fibers and filament yarns without sacrificing product esthetics and performance properties.

That's FYnesse® Sta-Cool® by Fiber & Yarn Products Inc.

In extreme conditions, hot or cold, don’t let perspiration and trapped moisture diminish your performance. Stay at your peak with FYnesse® STA-COOL®. It literally transports moisture away from the body to the garments surface, spreading quickly and drying faster.

When dealing with environmental elements maintaining a comfortable body temperature is a delicate balance, let FYnesse® Sta-Cool® help your body maintain that natural healthy balance.

FYnesse® Sta-Cool® offers fabrics a fresher, softer and noticeably cooler hand. Wash after wash, it continues to maintain its effectiveness and superior laundered appearance for the life of the garment. Test after test, it not only moves moisture faster but keeps you drier and puts comfort first.

Our FYnesse® air covered yarns teamed with our Sta-Cool® moisture management technology offers a winning combination for a variety of end uses.

Remember, FYnesse® Sta-Cool® extreme moisture management is what comfort is all about.

STAY FRESH
STAY DRY
STA-COOL